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PRESIDENT: Jeff Bullock E-Mail bullocks63@hotmail.com  

VICE PRESIDENT: Neil Robinson nerometalart@comcast.net  
SECRETARY: Position Open 

TREASURER: Keith Moreau E-Mail kmoreau99@comcast.net 
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Dean Allred, 603-474-4150, E-Mail nada2@comcast.net 
BOARD of DIRECTORS—–  Neil Robinson , John Backhaus, Don Chase 

WEBMASTER Mark Berard E-Mail grampyb@comcast.net 

TAILWINDS 
The RC Aces are affiliated with the AMA (Academy of Model Aeronautics) Charter 

#1377. Meetings are held the 1st Thursday of the month, Sept. through May at the N. 
Hampton Public Library at 7 PM unless otherwise notified. All members, spouses, 

potential members and guests are invited to attend ! 

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY AIRCRAFT CONTROL BY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

WOW this is the 133rd edition of  the Tailwinds newsletter that I have put out. At least 
that’s an approximate number as there may have been others not so numbered.  Time 
sure flys— better than me! We have no minutes to report since we are on summer hia-
tus. Next month we will begin meetings at the library so please make note. In addition 

we need to think about officers for 2016. The summer has been a pretty good one so 
far from my perspective, I hope most see it that way. We had our summer (yearly) auc-

tion on July 19th and once again it was a success although very hot and humid. The 
sales were down a bit as it seemed that Neil was doing a show and tell at times with 

little response from the crowd but overall with gate fee’s, food sales, raffle and auction 
percentage we did ok. Keith will have accurate accounting for us all at the Sept. meet-
ing. Money laundering you know. We had most of  the usual suspects step up and at-
tend to auction duties and with illness and work hampering our trusty food handlers 

(Bill and Chris) Tom Kirby and Jeremy Reicks did a fine job of  stepping up to the 
plate and dispensing the faire. The auction, once started at 11 AM, went very quick as 
we were done cleaning up at 2 PM. This was much to the delight of  all as many found 

the heat and humidity quite oppressive with reports of  dizziness and signs of  dehy-
dration. There was talk of  perhaps starting even an hour earlier next year or perhaps 

thinking about a date later in the year. Food for discussion! Flying at the field has been 
at an all time low with a couple prominent flyers getting priority changes forced on 

them due to life and its need to have them tend to other duties. Hopefully these 
changes will not have a long-lasting effect on their flying. We have also had very light 
activity in the training area. Mark Berard was soloed a few weeks ago and is continu-

ing to hone his skills on a regular basis as well as being very active in keeping the field 
mowed. It has never looked better and a thanks also to Bill Roy as he is often seen 

with the trimmer. The machines run great thanks to John Backhaus and I don’t know 
what Chris does to the flowers under the Memorial but they always look good as well. 
The following pages are photos from the auction and field activities and we hope to 

see you all there enjoying some flying or just relaxing soon.   Dean 
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The shot above was captured by Jeremy Reicks about a week before the auction I think. Norm was 
having another good flight on his Top Flite Elder when both wheels left for parts unknown. Neil 

stepped in at Norms request and gently dropped it onto the runway after a stall at the proper 
height. Time of day ? Looking at the shadow I’d figure around noon. Time for lunch after that 

flight eh guys? Another free plane. 

Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), or drones as they are often called, are increasingly available online and on store shelves. Prospec-
tive operators—from consumers to businesses—want to fly and fly safely, but many don’t realize that, just because you can easily 
acquire a UAS, doesn’t mean you can fly it anywhere, or for any purpose. “Know Before You Fly” is an educational campaign that 

provides prospective users with the information and guidance they need to fly safely and responsibly. Know Before You Fly was 
founded by the three leading organizations with a stake in UAS safety – the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International 

(AUVSI), the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) and the Small UAV Coalition. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is 
partnering with the founding members to spread the word about safe and responsible flying. On February 15, 2015, the FAA released 
its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) for small, unmanned aircraft. An NPRM is a public notice issued by law when an inde-
pendent agency, such as the FAA, wishes to add, remove or change a rule or regulation as part of the rulemaking process. It does not 
change any existing guidelines, rules, regulations or policy that may be in place. Instead, it opens the door for public comment and 
the beginning of the rulemaking process. Until the final rule is implemented, and to learn more, please continue to check out this 

website and the FAA’s Fact Sheet on UAS. You can also track further developments on the NPRM here. If you have additional ques-
tions, please email the FAA at UAS-rule@faa.gov  


